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Gorge eliecer gaitan

People walk through the place where Jorge Eliecer Gaitan was murdered in 1948 in downtown Bogotá. On April 9, 1948, shortly after noon, the charismatic politician Jorge Eliecer Gaitán walked out of his office in Carrera Septima near Jimenez and was fatally shot on the sidewalk. Over the next 65 years, Gaitán's assassination was called one of the great
mysteries of Colombian history, the subject of conspiracy theories involving rival politicians, the CIA, the USSR, Cuba, and even the Nazis. Only there's actually little mystery here. Immediately after the assassination, the angry mob turned to the alleged gunman, Juan Roa Sierra, killing him and dragging him through the streets. No gun has ever been
recovered, nor, of course, any confession from Roa. Adding to the sense of mystery in later years was the fact that that same afternoon Gaitan had a scheduled meeting with a young Cuban leftist named Fidel Castro. In the following decades, some suggested that it seemed too convenient to pin the murder on Roa, a mentally ill ne'er-do-well who was not
around to defend himself. But there's a lot of circumstantial evidence linking Roa to the crime. And more significantly, no real evidence for any other theory. Immediately after the shooting, police tried to protect Roa from the angry crowd by pushing him into an adjacent pharmacy. Before the terrified pharmacy owner pushed Roa back, a customer would ask
Roa why he shot Gaitan - to whom Roa gave some justication. Sounds like some kind of confession to me. Then there's the simple fact that the crowd has insorated Roa and not anyone else. Witnesses to the murder evidently believed they had seen Roa shoot Gaitan. After the shooting, the Colombian government hired Scotland Yard to investigate,
ostensibly because they wanted the opinion of an impartial and respected expert. Scotland Yard investigators concluded that Roa, who had fantasies about her greatness, had visited Gaitan's office several times in the weeks before the killing. Presumably, Roa had asked Gaitan for a job and was refused, giving him a reason to take revenge. And Scotland
Yard also documented that Roa had purchased a gun and ammunition in the days before the murder. It's a long way from proving that Roa was. But he had the weapon and something of a motive, as well as a disturbed mind capable of carrying out the crime. Gaitán's tomb in his house-museum. (He's buried standing.) Others have argued that Roa may have
killed Gaitan, but on the orders of a rival politician or other mysterious actor. This seems highly unlikely to me. After all, who, planning to kill someone, would hire an unstable, mentally ill man to do so? The theory of is far from proven. But someone shot Gaitan, and competing theories have nothing to do. In fact, the lack of evidence for them very eloquent. If a
rival political party had actually hired a policeman to shoot Gaitan, using Roa as bait, wouldn't you expect a confession on his deathbed made, revealed a secret memo, an expense account revealed? If the ClA had been involved, would some former CIA official or a declassified document not have spilled the beans yet? If the USSR had been behind the
assassination, would any defector not have spilled the beans, or would a Western spy have sent home some overwhelming evidence? Why didn't Wikileaks publish a file describing the nefarious CIA plot? But none of this has happened, suggesting to me that the truth about Gaitan's murder is boring - a flag above Septima near El Teatro Gaitán bears his
profile. madman did so for his unkable motives. This, of course, is a very unsatisfactory version of events for a reporting event in Colombian history, which changed the course of the country. Gaitan's assassination sparked riots in Bogota, which killed thousands of people and destroyed much of the city, including its tram system. Shortly thereafter, came the
decade of La violencia, a fierce civil war between liberal and conservative political parties. Gaitan had been a congressman, education minister and mayor of Bogotá, always known for his fiery nationalist rhetoric denouncing the oligarchy. If Gaitan had lived, he could very well have been elected president, and colombia's history would have been different. But
exactly how different, and how, we'll never know. Today's El Tiempo has a story suggesting that rival politicians were behind Gaitán's murder, supported by an alleged deathbed confession, reported third-hand. And another detail of roa's fatherhood doubts. By Mike Ceaser, of Bogotá Bike Tours This article has more problems. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) Some of the listed sources in this article may not be reliable. Please help this article by looking for better and more reliable sources. Unreliable quotes can be disputed or deleted. (July 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This
article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-insourced material can be disputed and removed. Find sources: Jorge Eliécer Gaitán - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message) Jorge Eliécer Minister of Labour, Health and Social Welfare of ColombiaIn office08 October 1943 – 6 March 1944PresidentAlfonso López PumarejoPreceded by Abeardo Forero BenavidesSucceeded byMoisés Prieto16th Minister of National Education of ColombiaIn office01 February 1940 - 15 February, February, Santos
MontejoPreceded by Alfonso Araújo GaviriaSucceeded byGuillermo Nannetti Cárdenas746th Mayor of BogotáIn officeJune 1936 – March 1937Preceded byFrancisco José ArévaloSucceeded diGonzalo Restrepo JaramilloMember of the Chamber of Representatives of Colombia for CundinamarcaIn office1 March 1929 – 1 March 1929 February 1, 1931
Personal detailsBornJorge Eliécer Gaitán Ayala(1903-01-23)23 January 1903Bogotá o Cucunubá o Manta,[1] Cundinamarca, ColombiaDied09 April 1948(1948-04-09) (45)Bogotá, D.C., ColombiaCause of deathAssassinationNationalityColombian Colombian Political Party (until 1933 , 1935-1948) Left-wing National Revolutionary Union (1933-1935)Amparo
Spouse Jaramillo Jaramillo (1936-1948)Alma materI national university of Colombia (LL.D.) Sapienza University of Rome (J.D.) ProfessionLawyer In this Spanish name, the name of the first family or father is Gaitán and the middle name of the maternal family is Ayala. Jorge Eliécer Gaitán Ayala (January 23, 1903 – April 9, 1948) was a politician, leader of a
socialist movement in Colombia, former minister of education (1940) and minister of labor (1943–1944), mayor of Bogotá (1936) and one of the most charismatic leaders of the Liberal Party. [2] He was assassinated during his second presidential campaign in 1948, kicking off Bogotazo[3] and leading to a violent period of political unrest in Colombian history
known as La Violencia (from about 1948 to 1958). A childhood and education Born in Bogotá to parents who were rank and file members of the Liberal Party, Gaitán and his family had a tenuous grip on the middle class. [4] His date of birth is given variously as 1898 and 1903. Gaitán was born in a house in Las Cruces, a neighborhood located in the center of
Bogotá, Colombia. The house has a plaque commemorating Gaitán as a legendary caudillo. Gaitán had a humble upbringing and was exposed to poverty growing up in a neighborhood in central Bogotá called Egipto. Although he lived in these circumstances, he was the son of white-collar parents. His parents were Eliécer Gaitán and Manuela Ayala de
Gaitán. His father was a history teacher, he sold second-hand books and he was a journalist. [7] Reading stories about Colombian history during his childhood, his father gained Gaitán's interest in Colombian culture and politics. [8] Manuela Ayala de Gaitán, a graduate of a teaching institution, taught her son to read and write. Her liberal and feminist
tendencies ostracized her from many social circles, but she eventually taught at a school where her views were not persecuted. Gaitán's mother had great respect for higher education and encouraged her son to pursue him. However, Gaitán's father wanted him to work a practical job. He did not want him to pursue superior, which became a controversial
subject that strained their Report. [9] Gaitán entered formal education at the age of 12. His disdain for conventional authority began during his time at school. He was not receptive to strict discipline and traditional programs. Gaitán was expelled from a school for throwing a ink into a Christian brother teacher. Later, in 1913, Gaitán received a scholarship to
attend Colegio Araújo, a liberal school whose students were predominantly descendants of the upper class of liberal party members. The school was founded by Simon Araújo who was a champion of progressive views. He provided students with the means to receive a liberal education in a dominantly conservative country at the time. In 1918, Gaitán issued a
letter to the Colombian newspaper El Tiempo, emphasizing the importance of higher education. He supported the teaching of disadvantaged popular subjects outside traditional programmes, including topics such as hygiene. These classes were to take place in a Sunday school and provided a means of providing further education to a wider range of people.
Through his student leadership roles and intellectual ambitions, Gaitán has shaped his dreams of becoming Colombian president to combat political, social and economic inequality. Gaitán moved from Colegio Araújo because he did not possess the accreditations necessary to ensure success in his academic and career ambitions. Gaitán graduated as one of
the best students of his new school, the Colegio di Martín Restrepo Mejía in 1919. [8] Against the will of his father, Gaitán enrolled at the National University of Bogotá. With a group of other students he founded the University Center for Cultural Propaganda in May 1920. [10] He was inspired by university students in Lima, Peru, who were successful in their
attempts at an educational extension program formulated for workers. [9] As president of the university center, Gaitán traveled throughout the city expressing the organization's goals, focusing on social and proletariat apprehensions. Following her mother's feminist rhetoric, Gaitán gave speeches urging the revival of the role of women in Colombian society. It
also extended the Centre's work to rural workers, public school children and prisoner education. [11] Political career The beginning of Gaitán's political career was active in politics in the early 1920s, when he was part of a protest movement against President Marco Fidel Suárez. Gaitán increased his popularity nationally following a banana workers' strike in
Magdalena in 1928. After U.S. officials in Colombia, together with representatives of the Fruit, painted the worker's strike as a communist with a subversive tendency, in telegrams to the Secretary of State of the United States,[12] the U.S. government threatened to invade with the United States Marine Corps if the Colombian government did not act for The
interests of United Fruit. The strikers were fired by the Army on orders from the United Fruit Company, causing numerous deaths. Gaitán used his skills as a lawyer and as an emerging politician to defend workers' rights and invoked responsibility to those involved in the Santa Marta massacre. [13] Public support soon shifted to Gaitán; Gaitán's Liberal Party
won the 1930 presidential election. In 1933, he created the Unión Nacional Izquierdista Revolucionaria (National Left Revolutionary Union), or UNIR, as his dissident political movement after breaking up with the Liberal Party. Political discourse Gaitán's main political asset is said to have been his deep and vibrant oratory, often classified as populist by
contemporaries and later analysts, who attracted hundreds of thousands of union members and low-income Colombians at the time. [14] The writer Harry Bernstein believed that the promises he made to the people were as important to his appeal as his impressive ability to speak in public, the promises Bernstein felt made him almost a demagogue and that
led Bernstein to compare him to Juan Perón of Argentina. In particular, he repeatedly divided the country into oligarchy and the people, calling the former corrupt and the latter admirable, worthy and deserving of colombia's moral restoration. He aroused the emotions of the public by aggressively denouncing the social, moral and economic ills of both liberal
and conservative political parties, promising his supporters that a better future was possible if everyone worked together against such evils. In 1946, Gaitán referred to the difference between what he called the political country and the country. As a result, the political country was controlled by the interests of the oligarchy and its internal struggles, so it did not
respond adequately to the real demands of the country; that is, the country made up of citizens who need better socio-economic conditions and greater socio-political freedom. He was criticized by the more orthodox sectors of the Colombian Liberal Party (which considered him too undisciplined), most of the Colombian Conservative Party, the leadership of the
Colombian Communist Party (which saw him as a competitor to the political affections of the masses). Gaitán was warned by U.S. Ambassador Beaulac on March 24, 1948 that the Communists were planning an interruption of the upcoming conference and that his Liberal Party would probably be blamed. [17] The theme of future agrarian reform was also
prominent in some of his speeches. The Gaitanist programme The Gaitanist programme is a elaboration of political, social and of Gaitán for Colombia. The socialist programme is found in the detailed reforms Plataforma del Colón and Plan Gaitán developed in its previous which include Socialist Ideas in Colombia and the Manifesto of Unirism. The objectives
of the program were the reform of the Colombian system, which was believed to promote a political and economic monopoly for the elite in the South American republic. The reforms were designed to broaden the scope of state governance by incentivizing political participation among actors such as farmers, farmers, and middle- and lower-class citizens. This
would have been done by forming development agencies. This was in the fundamental belief that economic democracy was non-existent in Colombian society. [18] The Plataforma de Colón included various provisions aimed at reducing levels of income inequality in Colombia through the fortification of the production force. This objective had to be achieved
through the national protection of Colombian industries, progressive tax reforms aimed at effectively distributing wealth, financial support for agricultural development and the nationalisation of public services. In addition to these reforms, the platform extended proposals to specialize education for wider accessibility, redistribute land, improve labor protest laws,
and increase the judiciary's legal codes. The platform's foreign policy prospects were intended to inaugurate a conference to create an economic union between the different nation states of Latin America. The Gaitán Plan was a more comprehensive proposal for the creation of institutions dealing with specific thematic areas. One of the main areas of interest
was the Colombian Central Bank. The plan endeavoured to expand the Central Bank's ability to regulate the financial market. This meant that the bank needed more powerful mechanisms to control the private sector such as the implementation of a board of directors. The reforms also included the possibility of granting credits, as well as acting as a reserve.
The plan also focused on the creation of the Colombian Credit, Development and Savings Society. This would be divided into three different sectors: the Credit Institute, the Development Institute and the Savings Institute. The Credit Institute has been proposed to grant loans to industrial and agricultural enterprises. The Gaitanist program included the populist
ideals that Gaitán advocated during the last years of his life. His ambitions to fortify Colombia's democracy and economy through what was seen as anti-imperialist and anti-plutocratic. [18] Late political career This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-insourced material can
be disputed and removed. (September 2019) (Learn how and when After formally rejoining the Liberal Party in 1935, Gaitán was chosen mayor of Bogotá in June 1936, a position he believed for eight months. During his administration, he sought to implement a programmes in areas such as education, health, urban development and housing. His attempts at
reform were interrupted by political pressure groups and conflicts due to some of his policies (for example, an attempt to provide uniforms to drivers of taxi and bus services). His daughter Gloria Gaitán was born in September 1937. Gaitán was appointed Minister of Education in 1940 under the administration of the Eduardo Santos Liberal Party (1938–1942),
where he promoted an extensive campaign of literacy and cultural activities. At the end of the National Convention of the Liberal Party in 1945 he was proclaimed the candidate of the people in a public square, an unusual environment under the political customs of the time. The Liberal Party was defeated in the May 1946 elections by the conservative Mariano
Ospina Pérez (565,939 votes, president from 1946 to 1950) due to his internal divisions, witnessed by his presentation of two different candidates, Gaitán (358,957 votes) and Gabriel Turbay (441,199 votes), in that year's race. Gaitán became leader of the Colombian Liberal Party in 1947, when his supporters gained the upper hand in elections for
congressional seats. This would have allowed the Liberal Party to submit a single candidate for the 1950 elections. An unclear murder La Violencia Prelude Murder of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán El Bogotazo Political parties Liberal party Conservative Party Colombian Communist Party Presidents of Colombia Mariano Ospina Pérez Laureano Gómez Gustavo Rojas
Pinilla vte It has been widely assumed that Gaitán would probably have been elected President if he had not been assassinated on 9 April 1948. [20] This assassination took place just before the armed insurrection or Bogotazo. [20] Dr. Gaitán was then the main opponent of the use of violence and had decided to pursue the strategy of electing a leftist
government, and had repudiated the violent Communist revolutionary approach typical of the Cold War era. His assassination led directly to a period of great violence between conservatives and liberals and also facilitated the rise of the communist guerrillas that currently exist. [14] Over the next fifteen years, up to 200,000 people died as a result of the unrest
that followed his assassination. Dr. Gaitán's alleged killer, Juan Roa Sierra, was killed by an enraged mob and his motives were never known. [23] Many different entities and individuals have been held accountable as alleged plotters, including his various critics, but so far no definite information has been presented and a number of theories persist. Among
these, there are versions that, sometimes in conflict, involve the government of Mariano Ospina Pérez, sectors of the Liberal Party, the USSR [24] the Colombian communist, the CIA and others in crime. [25] According to a version of this theory, theory, Roa Sierra acted under the orders of CIA agents John Mepples Spirito (aka Georgio Ricco) and Tomás
Elliot, as part of an anti-left plan purportedly called Operation Pantomime. [quote required] It is claimed that this would also have involved the complicity of the then police chief, who allegedly ordered two police officers to abandon Juan Roa Sierra to be killed by the mob (a claim that conflicts with mainstream accounts of Roa Sierra's death). [26] An eyewitness
to the real facts, Guillermo Perez Sarmiento, director of united press in Colombia, stated that upon his arrival Roa was already between two policemen and describes in detail the angry crowd that kicked and tored him and did not suggest any police involvement. Another theory states that Juan Roa has simply grown tired and disenchanted in putting pressure
on Jorge Eliécer Gaitán to find a job. He had a history of job instability and believed he could get a position worthy of his reincarnation status of Santander and Quesada. He had an initial conversation with Jorge Eliécer and was advised to write a letter to the President, which he did, but still did not have a job. After that, he had visited Jorge Eliécer Gaitán's
office several times in the two months before the assassination. The revolver was purchased two days before the assassination and ammunition the day before. It was only on his last visit, on April 9, when the secretary finally wrote his name to be considered by Jorge Eliécer. Other details that have affected historians and researchers include the fact that
Gaitán was assassinated in the middle of the third Pan-American Conference, led by U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall, a meeting that led to a commitment by members to fight communism in the Americas, as well as the creation of the Organization of American States. Another event in the country's capital Bogotá was being held at the time: a Latin
American Youth Congress, organized to protest against the pan-American conference. This meeting was organized by a young Fidel Castro, and was funded by Perón. Castro had an appointment to meet Gaitán, which he greatly admired, later in the afternoon of the day of his murder, and had also met Gaitán two days earlier. It seems that Gaitán
contemplated supporting this conference. [quote required] Gaitán commanded a large audience when he spoke and was one of the most influential men in the country. The assassination provoked a violent revolt known as Bogotazo (free translation: the sack of Bogotá, or shock of Bogotá), and another ten years of violence during which at least 300,000
people died (a period known as La Violencia). Some they say this event influenced Castro's views on the feasibility of an electoral path to political change. Even in town that day he was another young man who would a giant of 20th-century Latin American history: Colombian writer and Nobel laureate Gabriel García Márquez. At the time, a young law student



and short story writer, García Márquez was having lunch near the site of the assassination. He arrived at the scene shortly after the shooting and witnessed the murder of Gaitán's alleged killer at the hands of angry passers-by. García Márquez discusses this day for a long time in the first volume of his memoirs, Living to Tell the Tale. In his book, he describes
a well-dressed man who eggs on the crowd before fleeing in a luxury car that arrived just as the alleged killer was being dragged away. Two former CIA officers recognized in the book The Invisible Government CIA involved in Gaitán's murder. [28] Legacy: Gaitán as a popular myth Monument to Gaitán, in Medellín, Colombia Since Gaitan was unable to have
a proper funeral due to the chaotic public disorder, his relatives were forced to bury him in his house, now known as the House Museum Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, where his remains are still restful. Later, bipartisan violence would spread to other regions during the period known as La Violencia. A popular story, perhaps apocryphal, tells that during a debate with
the conservative presidential candidate, Gaitán asked him how he had made a living. From the ground, the other candidate replied. Ah, and how did you get this land? I inherited it from my father! And where did you get it from? He inherited it from his father! The question is repeated once or twice more, and then the Conservative candidate admits: We took it
from the natives. Gaitán's answer was: Well, we want to do the opposite: we want to give the land to the natives. See also Jorge Eliecer Gaitan Museum Communism in Colombia Colombian Liberal Party Colombian Communist Party Colombian Communist Forces Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia Military history of the FARC-EP Notes ^ Resultados
de la búsqueda: abril 1948 brla muerte del caudillo. Retrieved February 15, 2017. ^ Antonio Mora Vélez. JORGE ELIÉCER GAITAN OPINIÓN. El Tiempo. El Tiempo. Retrieved October 28, 2019. ^ Herbert Braun, Jorge Eliécer Gaitán in Encyclopedia of Latin American History and Culture, vol. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 1996. ^ Braun, Gaitán p. 3 ^
His year of birth on his birth certificate and baptismal status was born on January 23, 1903. This date is confirmed by his daughter Gloria Gaitán. However, other documents such as his passports, cédula (Colombian identification) and his diploma of the Royal University of Rome mark the date of his birth on January 23, 1898.Enrique, Santos Molano. El día en
que mataron a Gaitán | banrepcultural.org. www.banrepcultural.org (in Spanish). Recovered 2017-05-23. ^ Tiempo, Publishing House El. DE CASA, 16 GAITÁN TO HUMILDE ALMORZADERO. El Tiempo (in Spanish). Recovered 2017-05-23. ^ Peña, Luis David (1949). Gaitán Intimo. Bogotá: Editorial iquemia. p. 88. ^ a b Osorio Lizarazo, Jose Alvarez
(1952). Gaitán: Vida, Muerte y Permanente Presencia. Buenos Aires: Ediciones López. pp. 16, 28-29. Richard E. Sharpless, A b c (1978). Gaitán of Colombia: A political biography. University of Pittsburgh. p. 30. ^ a b Figueredo Salcedo, Alberto (1949). Colección Jorge Eliécer Gaitán: Documentos para una biografía. Bogotá: Imprenta Municipal. pp. 103–105,
178–80. ^ Semana. Jorge Eliécer Gaitán 60 años después. Jorge Eliécer Gaitán 60 años después. Recovered 2017-05-23. ^ COLOMBIAWAR.ORG - The Massacre of Santa Marta. July 17, 2012. Originally seen July 17, 2012. Retrieved February 15, 2017. ^ a b c Historical Society of United Fruit. Accessed 28 January 2008. ^ a b Access date January 28,
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24. error sfn: No destination: CITEREFWeyl1961 (guide) ^ paulwolf/gaitan/gaitanassassination.htm ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2005-03-20. Retrieved 2006-01-28.CS1 maint: Copy stored as title (link) ^ Weyl 1961, p. 16. error sfn: no objective: CITEREFWeyl1961 (aid) ^ Colombie Info (15 January 2014). La fin d'un rêve colombien:
l'assassinat occulté de Jorge Eliécer Gaitan. Retrieved February 15, 2017 - via YouTube. Bernstein's further readings, Harry (1964). Venezuela &amp; Colombia. Mr Prentice-Hall. ISBN 0-1394-1559-9.CS1 maint: ref=harv (link) Braun, Herbert, The Assassination of Gaitán: Public Life and Urban Violence in Colombia. Sharpless, Richard (1985) Gaitán of
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